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charles gide was the greatest French economist of our
times. It may be that the future will not confirm this
judgment, that when it comes to an appraisal of his
additions to knowledge, to an estimate of the part he
played in the solution of the great scientific problems,
his contribution will appear somewhat meagre, But the
worth of a man of action, of a philosopher, of a savant
is not to be measured only by the permanent elements of
his thought and work. It is to be estimated by the influence
which the writer and teacher had in his day on the
formation and growth of ideas, on the discussions he
aroused, on the progress he quickened. And, in this
respect, there can be no doubt that Gide, of all French
economists of the half-century from 1880 to 1930, is the
one whose fame was most far-reaching, whose influence
and scope were greatest. The proofs abound. The con-
siderable number of editions and translations of the
unforgettable Principles, long the only breviary of studious
youth throughout the world; the circulation of his
History of Economic Doctrine^ in the success of which
M. Charles Rist was no less concerned than the departed
master, and especially in what we all, when we undertake
the examination of our intellectual consciences, recognise
is our debt to him in the formation of our minds*
Wherein, then, lay the power of Gide outside the
incomparable charm of his style, the literary value of his
work, the rare aptness of expression, in contrast with
the dullness and monotony of economic dissertations,
heavily charged with scholasticism, of the liberal "econom-
ists," his contemporaries ? Whence comes the influence
he exercised? Was he merely the timely interpreter of a
state of mind, of a reaction against a doctrine then as
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